Avalanche City – Love Love Love
The concept of stop motion animations for music videos is something I find really cool and
interesting. In Avalanche City’s Love Love Love there is a really whimsical feel to the entire video
which is something I would be interested in mimicking
if I were to create a music video for my final
assignment. The story of the videos follows two
penguins and their adventures at sea which creates the
love story for the video. I thought it was a really
clever way to portray a love story through animals,
which is something you don’t see every day. The sets
for the video were definitely something that intrigued me about this particular video. The sets and
figures look as if they have been created out of paper which makes the video look incredibly
unique. I really love how humans were not used at all throughout the video. The back drops look
as if they had been painted with water colour and spray-paint, which looks incredibly soft which is
definitely fitting with the aesthetic of the entire video. As someone who loves art I think something
like this would be incredibly fun and different to create, however could prove to be difficult as I
would need to spend increased amounts of time creating props and sets. Overall I really enjoyed
how this looked cartoonish and quirky which is something I’m definitely interested in exploring
further.
Fleet Foxes – Mykonos
Much like Love Love Love ‘Mykonos’ is a stop motion animation with emphasis on paper shapes.
Fleet Foxes use geometric shapes to tell the story of the video. Each shot has been shot with
small movements in the shapes that have been edited together to create a seamless transition.
Once again the concept of this music video appealed to me as it didn’t use human figures but it
was still quirky. The use of shapes in particular triangles was really different but still very visually
pleasing. The transitions from scene to scene were abrupt although the movement of the shapes
were incredibly intricate and seamless.
Husky – Tidal Wave
‘Tidal Wave’ is another stop motion animation I will be investigating. Husky takes more of an
illustrative direction within this video.

The shots seem to be more computer generated which I’m

not too sure how that entire process works. I think the use of illustration is really interesting and
different. I am considering using illustrations in my own video to create my narrative. The plot of
the video follows a figure moving through icey grounds which creates immediate obvious links to the
title of the song. The style of drawing is really fitting with the genre of song, the loose and un
realistic drawings fit really well with the indie sort of genre which is something I want to trial as
my music video would be for an indie song. The muted soft colour palettes also really appealed to
me, they were quite reminiscent of watercolour which is a medium that could be quite interesting to
use in my final product.

Moby – Pale Horses
‘Pale Horses’ is another music video that explores the use of animation. I was intrigued by the
simplistic use of characters. The protagonist of the video
was a simply drawn alien with no colour or tone, this
appeals to me as it is something easy to draw and
would be less time consuming. The plot of the video
trails the alien as he is desperate for friends who he
draws out of puddles but in turn keeps melting. The
entire video is mostly grayscale which works quite well
for this video. Experimenting with a grayscale colour
palette could be exciting to try. The ideas of loneliness are shown quite simply and subtly
throughout the video. Overall I like the minimalistic approach to this video which could be interesting
to try in my own film.
LIM KIM – AWOO
Lim Kim is an alternative artist from South Korea, I was intrigued by many of the qualities in her
music video for ‘Awoo’. The overall feel of the
music video is very quirky and fun, something I
would like to mimic. I really liked the use of
colour palette throughout this video, Kim makes
strong use of a quirky, soft, pastel colour palette.
It gives the overall feel of the video a childlike,
playful, wondrous feel. Kim makes use of her
strong sets accompanied by simplistic props to
create her imagery. I really like the sense of
minimalism. In this particular video there is a strong use of jump cuts which really works well for
this video. I think a lot of the ideas and concepts for this can also be translated nicely into stop
motion, I really want to try and mimic the quirks present in this video through the use of colour
palette’s and simplistic yet very vibrant approaches to film making.

SAN E – ME YOU
Yet another artist from South Korea, rapper San E adopts a quirky like video for his latest release
‘Me You’. Similarly to Lim Kim, San E
adopts
palette.
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usually, I could trial this is my own work. San E incorporates elements of stop motion in this
music video, for example the image provided. The letters shown appeared one at a time to spell
out “Me You” I think that using those sorts of jump cuts looked really effective. I think mixing
jump cuts and smaller motions would look nice and effective instead of just using small movements
and cutting them all together to make a full movement the entire film. I thought the entire
production was really quirky and effective. I would like to mimic San E’s strong, bold use of colour
similarly to Lim Kim.

JACKSGAP – The Violinist
Jacksgap is a youtuber whom I really enjoy watching because of his style of filming. Jacksgap has
recently created a series on his YouTube channel titled “Following Heart” which follows the stories
of individuals and their experiences with Skype and how it’s helped them in everyday life, this was
created for Skype. The documentary follows Danielle Torrano, a violin player and teacher from New
York. The sequence opens with a mixture of slow motion and mid paced b-roll footage over
Torrano introducing her story. Exterior sounds are heightened and sharp but with the focus being on
her voice. I really liked this opening sequence as it was slow paced to introduce the documentary.
Exploring some of these techniques would really appeal to me if I were to do a documentary
because I though it looked really clean but it was a very effective way of intriguing the audience.
Handheld camera movement was used a lot within this documentary which I thought was really
effective as it made the story feel a lot more personal. The editing was very soft and clean which
made this very intimate and personal as well as the way the shots were filmed. There was a
heavy use of blurring transitioning to focusing. Throughout the video there was a steady mix of
blurred and focused shots which made for a really delicate look. Harries had framed everything at
eye level, causing the viewer to cause more of a personal connection with Torrano. The thing that
intrigued me most about this particular series was that the entire documentary was shot in b-roll
with just a voice over, I thought that was a cool way of doing a documentary. If I were to do a
documentary on a person using entirely b-roll footage is something I’d definitely like to consider
and trail. I love stories and people so telling the story of someone would be something I would
love to do.

TIM BURTON
Tim Burton is one of my favourite creators mainly for his later work. I drew a lot of inspiration
from Edward Scissor Hands, Corpse Bride and

Alice and Wonderland because of how purely
whimsical those films were. The stories, the
characters everything was a little bit odd. If I
was to explore narrative I would draw a lot of
inspiration from that. Creating wondrous and
whimsical storylines is very intriguing for me. I
love a lot of Burton’s sort of spooky aesthetic
qualities shown mainly in ‘Corpse Bride’ I love how the characters are created to be
disproportionate and very unrealistic, this is something that can also transition into non-stop
animations as I really enjoy that type of drawing style. More on the narrative side ‘Alice in
Wonderland’ is a major influence for me everything is extremely wondrous from costuming to props.
Burton created a really interesting adaptation to a classic story. Taking a classic story but also
turning it into something that’s modern could be something I choose to develop later on.

FILM IDEAS:
How They Met
A short documentary on different couples trailing the stories of how they met. I am really
fascinated with the stories of people and the notion of love. Exploring the idea of love
through the stories of various couples and how they met is something I think would be
really lovely. Although this idea may prove to be difficult to find a diverse range of
couples who would be willing to participate however I really love this idea.

Pekoe
A music video to a song by my personal friend singer/songwriter Pekoe. I really enjoy
Pekoe tracks completely unbiasedly

and I would really love to create a video along to

one of her songs. Her music is of the indie genre so I thought a non-stop animation
would be completely fitting for her music as her music is really whimsical. I would love to
create something really artsy and quirky and using her music as an outlet to do that is
fits perfectly. I want to play with illustration and papers to create the sets and figures for
the actual video I think that would be quite fun for me to create but also look visually
really pleasing.

Street performers
Melbourne has a really amazing street performing scene so I think it would be really
rewarding to create a documentary around these performers. There is a really diverse
range of acts on the streets too from singing to magic it would be amazing to cover a
bunch of these performances to create a short documentary while also speaking to the
artists personally and get some insight into themselves and why they do what they do.

Street art
Street art is something I’m personally really passionate and interested in and it’s a major
influence in my artwork. Melbourne has a great street art scene which is up there with
lots of major cities. A lot of people have negative feelings about street art as they feel
it’s like vandalism although there is so much beauty within it that I would love to show
through a short documentary. There are many iconic scenes around Melbourne and so
many talented artists that should be seen instead of people seeing tags and discarding
street art as an art form.

Homosexual youth
A documentary on homosexual youths in Australia. Homosexuality is still not fully accepted
around Australia and this is one of the greatest issues we face. Following the stories of
gay youths and their experiences would be a rewarding project. It is time that people are
more open toward homosexuality and hearing that from people who have experienced
adversity first hand would be a really effective way to translate that message.

Eskimo
By Steph

Overview
A music video in the format of a stop
motion animation. The video will be
based around Pekoe’s “Eskimo” from
her EP The Florist.
Audience: listeners of indie music as
well as people who enjoy Pekoe’s
music.
Duration: approximately 3:55

Copyright, Health & Safety
• As Pekoe is a personal friend of mine she has
allowed me clearance to use the song.
• My music video will not feature anything against the
health and safety guidelines.

Location
• As all of my sets will be constructed from paper, I will
be setting all of my sets up within my house. The
location of where within my house I will put up my
sets is yet to be decided.

Shooting dates
• As I do not actually have to leave my house for
filming and my film does not involve any human
actors, I will be using the entirety of the term 2
holidays for shooting.

Props
• All figures and other props will be constructed
entirely of different papers.
• In addition sets/backgrounds will be constructed
from papers but with the possible use of watercolour
to make the sets more lively.
• There will be lots of ‘icy snowy things’.

Taken from: Avalanche City – Love Love Love

Costuming & makeup
• No makeup is required.
• The clothing I will create for my paper figures is still
yet to be decided.

Production design
• I intend for my music video to look whimsical, quirky
and soft, to fit with the mellow, indie vibes of the
song.
• I intend for my colour palette to be soft and vibrant.
• Overall I intend for the visual qualities of my film to
be soft, vibrant and whimsical.

Plot
• I spoke to Pekoe and she told me the song was
about missing someone not necessarily in a
romantic way.
• I want the story to follow this idea of missing
somebody. I intend for the narrative to follow an
Eskimo living in the snow as well as another human
figure living in suburbia and the idea of them missing
each other.
• The narrative opens with the Eskimo in the snow as
he is glum and upset. He and the female figure miss
each other. The Eskimo and girl are shown missing
each other through various imagery and scenes
such as the Eskimo receiving a letter from the girl.

INENTION
I intend to make a quirky, vibrant music video in the form of a stop
motion animation to the song ‘Eskimo’ from Pekoe’s EP The Florist.
To achieve the quirky aesthetics I am hoping to display throughout
my film I will be creating my entire film from various papers to
create my figures, sets, etc. My love for art helped to consolidate
this idea for me, I wanted to create something where I could combine
my love for art and film together and make something a bit
different. I hope for the overall composition to look something like
Avalanche City’s ‘Love Love Love’ where I drew much of my
inspiration.
I hope to trail the lives of an Eskimo and his friend from suburbia
and their struggles of missing each other, which is the key message
of the song, to miss somebody but not necessarily in a romantic way.
I hope to tap into Pekoe’s emotions displayed through the song but
also put my own ideas and interpretation into the final product. I
hope for this storyline to strike an emotional chord in the viewers.
The purpose of my film is to create a whimsical music video to
engage my audience and make them feel happy, warm and nostalgic. I
wanted to create this film to pay homage to Pekoe in a sense. I’ve
been an avid fan of her music and she was my best childhood friend,
so I wanted to incorporate her song into my final film to pay homage
to her as a person and I hope to do her brilliant song justice with
my video.
There is absolutely no dialogue nor voice over in the film as I want
the primary focus to be the song and what’s shown on screen. As
there is no dialogue, I intend to use the facial expressions and
movements of my paper figures (which I will be manoeuvring) to do
the storytelling as well as the song.
I will be adopting the use of various production elements to asist
with my storytelling, with a major emphasis on mise en scene
(particularly the props I create), camera techniques, lighting and
of course the sound of the actual track. Editing will be a major
factor as I will need to cut hundreds on images together to create a
seamless flow between shots. I intend to shoot my images in raw
format.
The colour palette of my film I intend to be extremely soft. To
achieve this I will be using watercolour on my sets to create that
really soft, delicate look. I will also be using softer coloured
papers in combination with darker colours to create a contrast and
break the figures away from the background. The use of more muted,
soft colours can also add to that dreamlike whimsical aesthetic I’m
hoping to achieve. I want these colours to create a light hearted,
mellow mood for the viewer.
Overall I plan to create a soft, whimsical, aesthetically pleasing
stop motion animation music video for the audience who views my
film. I hope the audience will immerse themselves in the emotions
that my film will present as well as be pleased with the overall
visual of my film.

AUDIENCE
My music video will be targeted at audiences who enjoy indie music.
Because the song has a very soothing tone, I will be targeting
audiences who like the mellow side of indie music. My audience will
be those who are passionate and avid listeners to the indie genre. I
do not have a specific age group I am targeting; I want the film to
reach a broad range of ages. Overall as my film will be quite quirky
and wondrous it will appeal to all ages. However I feel as though
the style of video will appeal to teenagers through to those in mid
adulthood more as I feel they’d appreciate the whimsical appearance
more than those who are older.
My audience will be familiar with some of the tropes presented in
indie videos, even if they do not directly recognise it. Many
indie/alternative genre music videos possess some of the same
characteristics. Many indie music videos adopt a more ‘artsy’ take
on their videos, which audiences mostly anticipate. They are more
highly up for interpretation because they don’t make clean cut
sense. For example The Paper Kites’ ‘Featherstone’ in which a bunch
of children engage in a pillow fight in the middle of the woods.
Another example being Passion Pit’s ‘Take a Walk’ which is shown
from the perspective of a bouncy ball bouncing up and down through a
city. Although these typically seem bizarre and make little sense it
makes the audience feel happy. I want to play with these tropes that
the audience typically expects from indie videos but twist them a
bit. I want my storyline to be clean cut and still identifiable but
have that same effect on the audience. I want to play to the artsy
expectation through the format and aesthetic qualities of my film
rather than a subjective storyline. On the other hand many indie
videos show the musicians performing their song in an extravagant
setting with possible b-roll footage on top. I will completely be
disregarding this troupe in my film to defy audience expectation.
If the audience has heard ‘Eskimo’ previously they will be expecting
something soft, due to the tone and vibes of the song. I want to
play to that expectation and give the audience what they are
expecting in a new and very whimsical way.
I hope to capture the interest of my audience through the visual of
the film. Seeing a music video made from an unconventional material
such as paper is quite rare so I really want to place strong
emphasis on my aesthetics and the overall visual of the film to
engage the audience. Because there is no actual dialogue in the film
I will be using the movements of my paper characters to have the
audience identify with them. I want the audience to sympathise with
my characters despite them not being real people. I want the
audience to identify with the struggle of missing somebody close to
them and empathise with my characters emotions.
I hope my audience will come out of watching the film reflecting on
memories they’ve had with friends and possibly feel a sense of
nostalgia. I hope the audience to feel warm and happy after viewing
my film.

CODES AND CONVENTIONS

CAMERA TECHNIQUES
To achieve my production I will be using my home camera, a Nikon
D300. My camera will remain in a stable
position with absolutely no camera movement;
I will be mounting my camera on a tripod
positioning it directly over my sets. I will
be using a manual setting to create a crisp
image this will be achieved by making use of
a low aperture. Using a manual setting will
help to avoid any variation between shots
which would be better for the purpose of my
film. I will also be purchasing a remote
cable release before production commences so
I do not have to touch the camera at all
during the production. This will keep any
movement of the camera to a very bare
minimum. Having any movement within the camera could be detrimental
to my production so having the cable release is a vital aspect of
creating my film.

SET DESIGN
My set will be comprised of paper. Firstly I will begin will blank
sheets of white paper and use water colour over to create a
soft,,whimsical appeal. Mostly I will be using blue tones to create
the icy, cold look to accompany the snow sets. I will be
constructing the remaining sets (girls house sets, window sets etc.)
out of regular coloured paper. I think this will be a nice contrast
to the more dull, soft, watered down look of the snow scenes, to
have a more solid look to the girls house scenes. To make my props
such as ice blocks, the igloo, I will be crafting these out of solid
papers.

CHARACTER DESIGN
To create my characters I will use the same
papers used to create my sets. My characters are
vital as they are the protagonists and main
storytellers of the narrative I am attempting to
portray. I created rough mock ups in my visual
planning documents. I took a simplistic approach
to the overall design, I purposefully chose a
simple, unrealistic composition to appeal to an
almost childlike wonder. I took inspiration from
anime style drawings in particular “chibi” style
drawings, to create something whimsical and cute.
For the Eskimo I took a simplistic approach,
using an obvious choice of clothing. I went with
a simple fur hoodie, jeans and boots to further portray the
character of the Eskimo as they are typically
depicted with fur around their heads. This
helps to give the audience more of a sense of
the character and what a typical Eskimo looks
like, making it easier for the audience to
identify the character. I didn’t want to
overkill the rest of the clothing so I kept it
minimal and modern. For the girl I wanted to
give her an air of femineity but also a slight
edge. I wanted to give the girl a more edgy
look as it’s kind of similar to my own sort of
style, I feel it makes the film slightly more
personal and thoughtful as I’m not giving her a
typical dress style. Typically we see girls
very primp, pretty and feminine so I thought it would be a nice idea
to give a little edge to the girl. I gave the girl lilac hair as it
looks edgy but still very quirky; it also gives a more unrealistic
feel as lilac is not a natural hair colour. Overall I think it works
really well for this figure. I dressed her in a dress to give that
obvious, typical ‘feminine’ look but I stylised the dress in an
edgier sort of way by placing an alien face on the front. The dress
itself is reminiscent of a school girl dress but still looks really
edgy. I think the alien is a nice touch; I really like aliens myself
so I guess it’s a little personal stamp on the film.

LIGHTING
I will be utilizing desk lamps to light my film. I will place 2 desk
lamps on either side of the paper and one hovering over the top. The
lighting throughout the entire production will be relatively still
and consistent. However, when I want to create a transition in time
such as creating more of a night look, I will move the lamps further
away or turn some of the lamps off to create a darker effect, giving
a more steady transition of time. To create night time looks as well
I will use black paper to create the look of night. To properly
shoot my film I will be blackening out the room. I will most likely
shoot in my study where it is relatively easy to eliminate light.
Below I’ve made a small diagram of the overall set up. The purple
rectangle represents my page which I will be working off. Preferably
an A3 sheet to allow me more room to work around. Each of the blue
circles is a basic desk lamp I will have on the pages to light. The
star will be the position of my camera which will be adjusted to be
looking down on the page.

CAMERA SETTINGS
As for the camera settings I will be using a manual focus. I will be
using a low aperture to create more of a crisp image. I will not be
blurring any of the images so to attain the crispest image possible
I will be keeping a low aperture. The rest of the settings will be
adapted while shooting to work with the lighting. I conducted a
series of trials using different settings. I used a light meter app
to give an indication of the settings I should be using. My lighting
set up was the same as I illustrated in the small diagram.

TRAIL 1:
I cut up some small hearts to act as
the subject matter on a blank piece of
paper. This shot was incredibly over
exposed, did not work as well.

TRAIL 2:
Better, a crisper looking image.
However the paper looks discoloured
and brown instead of its original
colour. This can be fixed through
things like lighting and other things.
I used an aperture of f6.3, a shutter
speed of 1/320 and an ISO of 320.
Overall I’m pretty happy with these
settings, for my final production I’ll probably use a similar sort
of setting for my final production, possibly with minor changes to
adapt better to the circumstances I’m in while filming. There was an
issue when the lens so I had to trial with a different lens.

TRAIL 3:
For this trial I used a standard 18-55
mm lens. I found this lens to work
better than the standard camera lens
as clearly it is better suited for a
closer up image and I didn’t have any
real problems with it. I used the same
settings and overall I think the image
looks pretty crisp. For future I still
need to open up the aperture a little more to let some more light in
and get the image to look a little lighter as it looks kind of dark,
this can be easily fixed when doing my final production.

EDITING
I will be editing on Adobe After Effects and Premiere Pro. To match
the exposure of each shot I will be using Panolapse software. In
particular I will be utilizing the raw blend function. If there is
any flickering hopefully this will help to decrease any potential
flickers but will also make the shots consistent and smoother for
the editing process. I will merge all of the shots into one file
using Adobe After Effects, I will simply render all the images into
one file and drop it into Premiere Pro. From there I will
essentially add in the music and possibly to some minor colour
correction if needed. Colour correction may be necessary to create a
softer look to each shot or to enhance some of the colouring. I will
edit using a consistent motion, most of the shots will go for the
same time length. I’m aiming to have around 20 frames per second
which in turn will amount to thousands of images. For some frames I
want it to drag out a little longer so I may have to cut that in
Premiere Pro to drag out the duration of the shots to give my
desired effects. The fast pace is sometimes undesirable for things
like the scene where I intend to have a moving fire, with the fast
pace of the frames you tend to lose a lot of that detail and barely
see it. To adjust that it’ll have to be done in Premiere Pro.

MUSIC & SOUND
There will be absolutely no external sounds aside from the
soundtrack used. I will be using Pekoe’s ‘Eskimo’ with her
permission. I have purchased the song on iTunes and that is the file
I will be dragging into Premiere Pro in post-production. Aside from
the song itself I will not require using anymore sounds. The track
is very fitting for my film as it contributes to the overall effect
of the music video. I wanted to create something cute and quirky and
the vibes are the song is very consistent with the overall effect I
was trying to achieve. The song is very
mellow and soft with I think works well
with a paper based production, it looks
childlike and whimsical. Pekoe has a
very beautiful and chilled voice so I
really wanted to emphasise that by
making a really charming music video
that flows with her as an artist.

